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Hello person that purchased this really neat book.

 I have never written a forward before, let alone for something destined to be a national best seller like this 
book undoubtedly is. So, when Madsen asked me if I wanted to write one, I agreed with a smile and an AIM 
*salute*. However, now faced with actually laying words down I’m not certain what I should say.

 I’ve decided to tell a story since I hear that is what’s usually in those paper book things. The story you’re 
about to read is based on actual events and while no animal or person were injured during the making of 
this story... some things you shouldn’t try at home. I felt since several people have asked me just what the 
hell I do for Little Gamers™ I should clear it up once and for all. Also, I think I just wrote a preface for the 
preface which could very well be a serious writing faux pas. Hey, I have never claimed to be a literary genius- 
so back off grammar police. Anyway, curl up with your ninja plushie and enjoy!

 Once upon a time... in a country far away from where the civilized people with the sweet accents reside, 
lived a girl named Naku. One day while reading the internet, she stumbled upon a site called Little Gamers. 
Liking the look of it she dug in and started reading more. Smiles and laughs had her hooked and eventually 
she wandered into the terrifying, merciless realm of IRC and joined #lgcult.

 Eventually Naku and Madsen started chatting about Macs and other assorted things. They swiftly became 
fake friends. Much to his surprise, an invite to a magical costume ball named Otakon was sent out to the 
swedish artist. Yes, he would go on an adventure to the strange, scary kingdom of Baltimore, MD. He would 
need to bring merchandise to present to the country folk to tell them of his comic. Naku being a fan and 
fake friend offered to help make shirts and prints. And so she did.

 The two eventually became real friends and that year Naku was given the title “Personal Ass” since 
something covered up the ‘ociate’ on her Otakon badge that first year. The ball was a success. The following 
year went quickly and a second invite was sent to the swedish ambassador. This time inviting his counterpart 
Christian to attend as well. Naku’s role as teh Ass. would be needed again. So she crafted some more 
trinkets for the guys to sell while they toured the oversized US of A.

 This year she was dubbed the East Coast Liaison (much nicer than Ass I think), as half of their trip was in 
California with the West Coast Liaison- Joel. Our job description was basically to keep the swedes out of jail, 
keep them from getting mugged, take them to fun places and make sure they didn’t get lost. Naku had the 
extra responsibility of helping pick gifts for their girlfriends back home since that’s more of a girl type job. 



The trip was a success with only slight bouts of panic caused by traffic jams getting the guys to the airport 
on time, etc.

 While Madsen was on his right coast tour, he asked Naku if she would like to rant on the site. She was 
puzzled by this but agreed. It seemed Madsen felt it would be nice to have more than just him talking 
about assorted rant’ish stuff. Christian ranted maybe once a year and then skips off to find nazi gold on the 
moon or whatever it is he does. She was the only one with nothing better to do than spew links, reviews, 
complaints and fun tidbits. And she did just that. Thus beginning her leased space on Little Gamers beside 
and sometimes below Madsen.

 And they lived happily ever after with memories of swedish fish, a sushi boat with heads on it, Tekken, 
Napoleon Dynamite, FFXI, Athena the devil cat and fun shopping trips to Philly. Naku was glad she got 
to spend time with her favorite european friends and honored that they wanted her to be a part of the 
masterpiece that is..... LITTLE GAMERS. Teh end.

Now go read the book bitches.

Love,
Naku



“It’s Jim Henson’s super deformed, Hello Kitty, Bomberman Babies ... 
with tourettes.”

Thus is how I introduced Little Gamers to my readers all those many years ago when this fresh faced, upstart 
of a web comic first made it’s debut. A stylistic trendsetter, Little Gamers tapped into the gaming comic 
market and added a fresh take on a web standard. I get a ton of requests a month to post links or check 
out comics to which I typically say no, but Little Gamers was a rare gem that caught my eye and deserved 
a bigger audience.

In having guest appearances of the Little Gamers in my strips and the opportunity to do a guest strip for 
them, the Little Gamers have found for themselves a place in my heart. A super deformed, foul mouthed, 
thalidomide baby type place.

I’m very happy to see that Little Gamers is still going strong after all these years. The guys have really put a 
lot of effort into the strip and it’s good to know that not every promising web strip will fall by the way side. 
May the future treat you right and bring with it all the success you deserve.

Keep up the excellent work gentlemen!

Barry T. Smith
cartoonist
www.inktank.com



LG Book Foreword/Intro

 Little Gamers was one of the first webcomics I discovered in the vast expanse of the “intarweb”. It not 
only helped introduce me to the concept of the “online comic”, but also proved to me that Sweden is an 
actual place, with real people, and not just some mythical underground factory for producing bikini teams 
and loveable yet incomprehensible puppet chefs.

 Over the course of four years and a thousand strips, Christian and Madsen have carved themselves an 
undeniable niche within the webcomic community, nay, within the realm of cyberspace itself. Sporting a 
style of art and humor that has been often imitated but never duplicated, Little Gamers is a definitive source 
for harsh sarcasm, political commentary, and enough “1337speak” to kill even the most resilient of brain 
cells.

 I also have the distinct pleasure, the honor, even, of calling Christian and Madsen my friends It is a rare, 
once-a-year occasion that they travel to the United States from their distant land of blond hot women and 
uncapped bandwidth, but the duo bring with them a charm that must be par for the course with a European 
accent and a penchant for alcohol that you just can’t help but admire.

 I don’t think that I would be remiss in confirming that Christian and Madsen are the rock stars of the 
webcomic world. They certainly party like it.

Tim Buckley
Ctrl+Alt+Del Productions
www.cad-comic.com



A depressive musing, a regretful recountance 
and a mildly schizophrenic death threat.
In one act.

 My first thought for this page was to write from the conceit that Madsen had accidently contacted an Idaho survivalist 
patriot by the same name. It seemed like a pretty funny idea until I got to the part about admiring the Swedes for 
“cultivating a homogenous society relatively untainted by other races” before I realized there wasn’t really anything 
outrageous enough I could say that would take it beyond imitation and into satire. Disillusioned, I retired to late night 
television to bang out something else.

 I got off to a bad start with Little Gamers.

 Little Gamers is a bit older than Mac Hall, I think. I know it got bigger quicker, thanks to a Gamespy dealymabob. 
So, in the great hierarchy, we’re lower, I figure.

 So a couple years later, we were at Otakon, a big ‘ol convention in Baltimore. It was crazy. Running around, stuff, 
things... We were wiped. They’d flown Mr. Madsen in as well, and, unbeknowst to us, was looking forward to meeting 
us.

 I don’t know my partner, Ian, from the real world. Otakon was, maybe, the fourth time we’d met in person. We were 
stumbling around half-dead. We passed Madsen in the hall and sort of mumbled a greeting and kept going. Yep, we’re 
total cocks.

 So anyway, one Internet later, things got patched up, Mr. Madsen found out we’re not complete jackasses, and 
offered me a page in the book.

 In any case, I welcome Madsen and Fundain to the anarchist cadre of webcomics in print. We will overrun the 
established order. We will have Marmaduke’s head on a pike. Those tearing down Scott Kurtz for sabotaging the 
syndication model will be congratulated for their insight and summarily executed. I’m saving Bill Griffith for myself. 
“How do you like your nonsensical jazz-esque riffs now?” I will scream as I take a blackjack to his odd yet endearing 
features.

The revolution will not be webcast.

For God and Country,
Matthew J. Boyd
Machall / www.machall.com



Weebl & Bob
www.weebl.jolt.co.uk



To our families and friends.
For always supporting us.



15Madsen: So, this is the very first comics, #1 is still the funniest LG-comic imo.
Christian: Crossovers just to get readers did actually work back in the day :)
Penny Arcade © Krahulik & Holkins / www.penny-arcade.com



16 Madsen: Ah, the fundamentals to life, “Booze”, “LAN parties” and “Final Fantasy”
Christian: People from Squaresoft actually emailed me about the last strip on this page. They loved it.



17Madsen: You know, it actually took me a while before I understood that those two guys were the Megatokyo characters.. me bad !
Christian: Back in the day, when we could count webcomics on two hands and a box of matches, Megatokyo was already really popular. We exploited that :)
Megatokyo the comic © Fred Gallagher www.megatokyo.com



18 Madsen: Ah, another classic comic, “You lie to your blowup doll”.. heh.. this is probably where it was final that marcus would never ever have a girlfriend in 
the comic, mainly since he’s the one that got all the IRL action I guess.. what’s it called again, oh that’s right, REVENGE ! :P



19Christian: In the beginning, i mostly made fun of Marcus since he was living behind my couch at the time. Also around this time Little Gamers had grown a lot, in 
about two weeks we went from 0 to 2500 daily readers. Then we went on to be hosted at Gamespy because our server couldn’t take the load anymore. 



20 Madsen: And I guess this is where the comic theme-song was settled, ABBA’s “Dancing Queen“
Christian: The top two comics includes guest characters from a comic i can’t remember... sorry dude. :/ Anyway, © That guy.



21Madsen: the funny thing about these comics are that they’ve all take place, somewhere/somehow, I remember that incident with Ehnmark and the PS2 he 
didn’t want (this was before the ps2 was released).



22 Madsen: That camper is me.. I always camp.. mmmmm… camping..
Christian: Madsen is the camper, he camps the fridge, the bed and the toilet... of course that meant MY fridge, MY bed and MY toilet at the time.



23

!

Christian: Guest star in that last comic is Zero, from Zero - the comic © Zero.



24 Madsen: it’s been so long now that I can’t remember if I locked the car.. brb !
Christian: Aaaah, first of the system error comic, they are special to me.



25Christian: Those dishes still haunt my dreams as i didn’t actually do them for a week. I have a high tolerance for “dirty living” so it doesn’t bother me at all. 
Madsen has a low tolerance so he always did the dishes when he was living behind the couch (marcus moved into the closet then)



26 Cute ninja: Badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger..



27Cute Ninja: Mushroom, mushroom..                                                                SNAKE !!



28 Madsen: I am the camper.
Christian: Madsen is the camper.



29Christian: We like beer.



30 Madsen: I think marcus is about to release his first childrensbook compilation soon, so stay away from bookshops all parents !



31Madsen: Spank me!
Christian: O_o



32 Christian: Duct tape, the peak of modern civilization.



33Christian: This is all true, i remember marcus happy face like it was yesterday.



34 Christian: I should have saved all the fan/hate-mails, that would have become an awesome book.



35Christian: And if you do succeed, blame your computer for the flaws.
Madsen: Or blame Christian, that’s what I do.



36 Christian: Mr. Beer rocks!
Madsen: I wonder if these subtitles are true.. “ta ke on me”.. ehm.. nvm



37Madsen: Yeah, I actually caught a fish that big once !



38 Madsen: LOL :D
Christian: That’s what you think.



39Christian: This is where madsen month starts. I went on a 5 week vacation to tokyo and asked madsen to update. This wasn’t the wisest decision at the time 
since the artwork he made back then was really crappy. I read it each day and my soul died a little bit every time... We had to redraw these comics for the book.



40 Madsen: That ninja is supposed to be pink.. ok ?
Christian: That pink ninja is disturbing.



41Madsen: Oh, all these are from the “Mr.Madsen month”, lucky me that we redrew them all hehe.



42 Christian: This is the point where I complained so much that madsen actually started to make sensible and good comics.



43Madsen: FFIX > *



44 Madsen: In the original version of these comics on this page, mr.madsen had a black beanie. Christian made me change it, for the better imo.



45Christian: This was back when OS X still was in beta, and it sucked hard on madsens old computer.
Madsen: ..and it was a “pre-release” of the Beta, which makes it even worse >_<



46 Christian: Madsen can’t spell at all really, in any language.
Madsen: Well excuse me for not knowing this “any” language you speak of!



47Christian: The funny thing is, now we travel together and leech on all the readers all over the world.
Madsen: SSSHHHHHHUSSH!!



48 Christian: Actually, there’s only 5 ninjas, they are using a ninja trick to fool you.

KILL K
ILL KI

LL !



49Christian: Man, we got into so much trouble with the Kurtz diss in the last comic. But we like Scott Kurtz and PVP, really, we do.
Madsen: 0110011001110101011000110110101100100000011110010110111101110101!



50 Christian: This is where we switched to the blueish website design, if anyone remember.



51Madsen: Pron, pron, pron.



52 Christian: Someone actually posted stuff like that hundreds of times in our forum, he must have been bored.



53Christian: I totally hate that fucking word.



54 Madsen: Some dope ass special effects on that fight scene.



55Christian: I totally had tickets for E3 that year but decided not to go. Madsen was so pissed :D



56 Madsen: It might as well been as in the first comic on this page, damn I was dissapointed that we didn’t go.. 
Nowadays if someone say “E3”, I kill them with toothpicks.



57Nette: Blahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblah.
Caroline: Blahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblah.



58 Christian: Madsen wishes.
Madsen: That’s a good way to end a storyline, hehe..



59Christian: Hult is the man, he can whoop a small country in any game, I believe.



60 Christian: The jokes about marcus’ “girlfriends” never gets old.



61Christian: I miss the tekken days, i play it for good fun but no one will play me anymore :(



62 Christian: The food/drink joke always goes around me and madsen, we always want food ‘cuz we’re skinny bastards.



63Christian: Madsen is part danish and that’s always fun to point out to him.



64 Madsen:This is actually true, as sad as it may seem, I almost didn’t go since I didn’t wanna be without intraweb for that long >_<



65Madsen: I’m never going back to that festival, I said that after 5’th visit, been there 10 times now.



66 Madsen: we don’t actually like the band “Aqua”, but we had to namedrop a high profile band like that so everyone could understand the joke.. 
I swear it’s the truth, I swear !



67Cute Ninja: Fix the door in the kitchen please, ninja freezing.



68 Christian: We had some bad serverproblems... we still have :)



69Madsen: w00t to jompe.
Christian: w00t to jompe.



70 Madsen: My version is the truth, of course. Whatever Christian says is a lie!



71Madsen: Lemon-tea is dead, long live lemon-tea.. or, no, no long live , just “lemon-tea is dead”, hahahaha!
Christian: I fucked up with the order of the comics and accidently included a Guest Comic so here’s a ninja instead.



72 Madsen: “x^2 + y^3 = z^6”, but “xx + x = great fun !”



73Cute Ninja: What’s love like ?
MC Browneye: Gonna find my baby, gonna hold her tight, gonna grab some afternoon delight.



74 Madsen: Broken fists huh ?!, I can still fuck you up punk !!



75Christian: It was sweet starting my own Graphic Design business. Then i found out i had to pay taxes according to HELL rates.



76 Madsen: My first try of doing some “advertisment-in-comic-without-people-actually-knowing”



77Madsen: Everyone except Christian showed up at my housewarming, which actually ended with me shouting profanities at some cops.



78 Madsen: Swedish customs, ah the memories, they still stop me 2-3 times/month, bastards.



79Christian: I just hated madsen when i came home from Tokyo. I felt like he had destroyed the comic while i was gone :/



80 Madsen: And THAT’S how I end a storyline that had no end.. see, the “dream-thing” is a good storyline ender :)



81Christian: The birth of the poking stick! Pure comic genious, and it’s all true!



82 Christian: *Poke* *Poke* *Poke* *Poke* *Poke* *Poke* *Poke* *Poke*
Madsen: >_<



83Christian: Marcus is the pr0n master, he gets all the action.



84 Christian: I totally want a baywatch sticker for my psONE.



85Christian: mm FFIX, i wanna play.... plaaaaaay......



86 Marcus: The hills are aaaaaaaalive... With the sound of muuuuuuuuusic.



87Madsen: Please don’t demand comics.. oh, that’s right you all stopped after we lost all our readers >_<



88 Madsen: This page is crazy.. see.. page 88.. a cup of copyright infringement anyone ?



89Christian: Madsen gets “special” phonecalls all the time, mostly involving him bending over… :)



90 Christian: The lemon-tea incident shook the forums by their fragile little foundation.



91Christian: *OMG* *LMAO*



92 Christian: Ahh, ignorance is bliss.



93Christian: At Little Gamers, we take pride in being Apple fanboys and bashing MS whenever we can.



94 Christian: Madsen had to stop drinking cola because his dentist bills went through the roof!



95Christian: I used to develop games for the GBA when i was making these comics, it was fun as hell. Big w00t to Althoff, Matricks and the Team.



96 Christian: Now google that hex!



97Christian: I still join the #lgcult channel on quakenet from time to time, then I hide with my rifle and shiver in fear for months.



98 Christian: Story of my life...



99Christian: We bought those dual stick arcade controllers for PS1 back then but never actually used them.



100 Christian: At this point i was so fed up with the comic and all things surrounding it i just wanted to shut it down. Pontus lured me into a contract with the him 
when I was drunk on new years eve. He even has the deal written down and signed on a napkin in his underground bunker somewhere.



101Christian: Real life LG can be really boring or extremely fun, the difference is the amount if alcohol. 
Gueststar: Gabe from Penny Arcade © Penny Arcade / www.penny-arcade.com



102 Christian: There was supposed to be a comic in that blank space but i got distra… Oooh, Gameboy DS.



103Christian: Live by the bandwidth, die by the bandwidth.



104 Christian: Man i had to redraw all these comics, it sucked.



105Christian: X-mas rocks!



106 Christian: That bunny thing is amous now since Madsen did that in real life at Otakon 2003.



107Christian: I like spam, it makes my morning ritual complete. Also, it makes me buy new harddrives.



108 Christian: We always made fun of Marcus being totally lost when it came to computers, but like most of this comic, it’s all so true.



109Christian: Mmmmm, ninjas.



110 Christian: The poking stick is magical! It can reach near and far!      



111Christian: Ph34r the stick.



112 Christian: I always made Madsen do the dishes, he was the bitch. Totally.



113Christian: Madsen never liked the stick and tried to write it out of the comic, much like i never cared for “wench :)





End of book one.

Prepare for the boss fight, an unsatisfying end 
sequence and a long wait for a sequel.
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We would like to thank the following people for the support and/or inspiration:

Our families for still talking to us even though our humor sucks and and we look funny naked. Nette & 
Caroline for still sticking by us when shit hits the fan. Marcus “Dä ä nimmt!” Olofsson for being the main 
reason this comic was created. #lgcult for holding the fortress. Brad “Hunny-Bunny” Davey, Fake Mike, 
Real Mike & Eve for putting up with us in London Town. Leslie “Naku” Walulek for being the best human 
on this planet. Joel “MC Brown-eye” Kitzmiller for having a totally awesome sunroof! Linn “Damn! My 
hands smells like cock” Bonnedahl,  Martin “Incredible Hult” Hult, Tim Buckley, Matt Boyd (thanks for 
reminding us to not be politically correct), Anal-baby-lady/shane and Jason + the rest of the west-coast 
crew including Joe and his mad skills. Clu, Brian Carrol, RatMonkey, Ian McConville, Barry T. Smith, 
Daniel Firing, Jox & Nox (Dennis och Macke), Huw “Lem” Davies, the people in the FFXI linkshell, Scott 
Ramsoomair, Piratbyrån/Piratgruppen, Jonas “Jompe” Frost (w00t to jompe!), R. Stevens III, Neil “The 
Man” Gustavson, Apple, Piratebay, Squarepusher, Jesper “Yesba” Fagerlund, Venetian Snares, Pdac “Don’t 
show my face”, Fred “Piro” Gallagher, Gamespy for hosting us way back, Jon “Ukyo” for the hosting these 
last years, Gomar & Ms B, Internet, pepsiMAX (yuk!), AppleGeeks crew, Pola, Erwin, David & the citizens, 
Eric Johnson (the radioactive panda guy), Distorted Kids Social Project, Axel “Morris”, John Heaton (for 
the “fun” in Baltimore), Aesop Rock & Sage Francis, DJ Krush, Beck, Johan “Brum Brum” Althoff, Fredrik 
“Robotfyllan” Jansson, Theo a.k.a. Chavez, Stefan Sandberg, Weebl & Ash, Calle Palm, R A Slater, Shaw 
“The Fluffer” Petronio, Michael “Mr. Hay” Haymore and the rest of the Otakon crew, KPV/TNL/OW, Krahulik 
& Holkins from Penny Arcade, Ellen “Vodka-lady”, Lars/Anders/Jonas from releaze.dk, ekstrabladet.dk-crew, 
Norrland, Nintendo, o3 Games and all the great people at Starbreeze studios. Linus “Ninjan” Persson, 
Nicklas “Weewee” Carlsson, snowchyld, TAN!!!, Jacob Ehnmark, Monty Python, the Dayfreepress crew, 
Robin, Familjen Svensson I Häljarp, President Bush (or should we thank despotism instead?), the Digital 
Rights Movment, David Hasselhof, TorrentBits (R.I.P), Smirnoff ICE, Pitú Cachaçha, Guiness, Absolut Vodka, 
Redbull, Gammel Dansk, Absinthe, Bacardi,  Martini and all that girly-man alcohol..

But most of all thanks to our readers and all the people who visit the site daily since you’re the people that 
make us keep going day after day after day after day... oh, and sorry to everyone we forgot, you’ll be in the 
next book.
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WHAT ?
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